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LATITUDE 64° IS THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF BERGSBYN 
(MEANING MOUNTAIN VILLAGE), A SMALL RESIDENTAL COMMUNI-
TY  OUTSIDE THE COASTAL CITY OF SKELLEFTEÅ, NEAR THE  ARCTIC 
CIRCLE IN THE NORTH EASTERN PART OF SWEDEN.

HERE A FEW OF THE EXPERIENCED PLAYERS AND DEVOTED  
ENTHUSIASTS HAD THE DREAM, DESIRE  AND VISION TO DEVELOP 
AND PRODUCE DISC GOLF PRODUCTS THAT WOULD ELEVATE THE 
SPORT WE ALL LOVE TO NEW HEIGHTS IN TERMS OF QUALITY AND 
CLASS. THE PASSION FOR THE SPORT IS ALWAYS IN THE FORE-
FRONT OF EVERYTHING LATITUDE 64° MANUFACTURES, BUT ALSO 
THE DETERMINATION TO OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS 
THAT WILL SUIT ALL TYPES OF PLAYERS, FROM THE FLEDGLING 
BEGINNER TO THE AVID PROFESSIONAL.



BALLISTA
Tired of choosing between speed and accuracy? With 
the Ballista you can get the best of two worlds. One of 
the fastest discs in the world combined with a depend-
able flight path makes the Ballista a must-have in your 
bag. It will be overstable for beginners and slightly un-
derstable for experienced players.

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 3

DISC LINE   DISTANCE DRIVERS

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR DISTANCE DRIVERS:

MISSILEN
Missilen (The Missile) features hexagon shaped cavities 
in the top surface and the bottom of the rim. This pat-
tern has been tested to be the most efficient in reducing 
drag and generating an extremely fast flight. The speed 
is especially notable when the disc lands. Try it yourself 
and see exactly how fast this thing is.

SPEED: 15 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 4.5

RAKETEN
Raketen (The Rocket) is an extremely fast long distance 
driver. The unique hexagon pattern makes the disc less 
affected by air drag and it will maintain its speed for a 
longer time compared to discs without HEX pattern. Ra-
keten is a good choice for the average discgolfer looking 
for a disc with maximum speed.

SPEED: 15 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 3
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BALLISTA PRO
2018 RELEASE

Ballista Pro is the big brother to the Ballista, with added 
stability for experienced players. It is the perfect solu-
tion if you are looking for a distance driver that can nav-
igate tight fairways. With a great combination of speed, 
stability and glide it is the go-to disc for all kinds of dis-
tance shots. 

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3



STILETTO
Overstable! That’s the main word when describing the 
Stiletto. The Stiletto was designed based on feedback 
from pro disc golfers who wanted a disc so overstable 
that it could hold up to anything. When you are standing 
on the tee and the wind roars in your face, you will be 
relieved to find this disc in your bag. When the storms 
are gathering – trust the Stiletto.

CUTLASS
The Cutlass is a cutting edge distance driver. With good 
speed, good glide and a predictable fade, it is a sharp 
weapon on the disc golf course. For beginners it will be 
very overstable, thus a great disc to fight the wind. For 
players with more arm speed this disc will be a fast, sta-
ble and trustworthy driver – an ancor in any disc golf 
bag.

KNIGHT
When speed is of the essence the Knight will ride with 
haste. This high speed driver features one of the widest 
rims yet on a golf disc. The Knight is extremely fast but 
also has great glide considering the wide rim, so this 
disc can ride for long distances. For drives around 330 ft 
it will be slightly understable.

DISC LINE   DISTANCE DRIVERS

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0.5 | FADE: 5

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5
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HALO
Halo is a high speed long range driver with excellent 
speed and distance. A perfect fit in many players bags, 
from pros to amateurs. At a 330ft toss it will be stable 
and consistent.

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3



DISC LINE   DISTANCE DRIVERS
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GLADIATOR
Heading for the drawing board when designing the high 
speed Gladiator, we sought for superior glide and dis-
tance, along with overstability to make it a true com-
panion for the pros. Made in collaboration with David 
Feldberg. 

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5

DAVID FELDBERG
TEAM LATITUDE 64°

2008 WORLD CHAMPION



SCYTHE
This disc will slice through the air like a sharp scythe slic-
es through grass. The Scythe is not made for smooth 
anhyzers. It is an overstable and very reliable high speed 
driver, produced for the experienced players that need 
a disc to deliver speed, control and a strong fade.

FLOW
A high speed driver with a mix of good speed and excel-
lent glide. With a dependable flight path and low fade, 
it is best described as a faster fairway driver. It has a 
domey top which gives it good lift and glide. The rim is 
quite sharp and wide (22mm), but it has a comfortable 
grip. Try it in a tailwind and you will get some serious 
distance.

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR DISTANCE DRIVERS:

BOLT
This is one of our more understable distance drivers. 
It is almost as fast as a lightning bolt and has an un-
derstable flight path with good glide. This is the perfect 
distance driver for players with slower arm speed that 
want to throw far. For experienced players with more 
power, the Bolt can still be useful when fast and under-
stable is what you are looking for.

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4 SPEED: 11 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 2

DISC LINE   DISTANCE DRIVERS
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HAVOC
Havoc is a high speed driver that will give you the dis-
tance you need on the course as it never seems to slow 
down. It is easy to throw and will fit advanced and pro 
players.

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 3



DISC LINE   FAIRWAY DRIVERS

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR FAIRWAY DRIVERS:

FURY
The Fury is a control driver in our beginner friendly seg-
ment. It is understable, glidey and a great step up for 
players that have used our Diamond, and is in need of a 
bit more stability. It is also a great roller choice for more 
experienced players. 

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 2

ZION
Zion is a stable fairway driver made in our overmold 
technology called 2K. With a good amount of speed and 
perfect balance in stability it will be a trusted control 
driver. The flat profile will suit forehand players well. 
This overmold disc has an Opto Line flight plate and a 
Gold Line rim.

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

BRYCE
Bryce is an understable fairway driver with great glide 
and speed compared to other discs in the category. It is 
a great allround driver that will help you save shots on 
a daily basis. This overmold disc has an Opto Line flight 
plate and an Gold Line rim.

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 2

CULVERIN
Have a blast with this overstable fairway driver. A lot of 
fairway drivers fly too straight, and a lot of them are too 
overstable. The Culverin fits right between those two seg-
ments. For the advanced and pro players the first part of 
the flight will be straight and it will finish with a depend-
able fade. If you are looking for a dependable fairway 
driver that you still can get some decent distance out of, 
Culverin is the answer. Aim, shoot, hit your mark.

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3
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SAINT PRO
Saint Pro is the big brother to the Saint with added 
stability for the more experienced player. While more 
overstable, it maintains the good glide and controllable 
flight characteristics of the regular Saint. For players 
with good arm speed, this fairway driver is a must have.

DISC LINE   FAIRWAY DRIVERS

SAINT
Saint is a highly praised control driver – both among am-
ateurs and pros. When you need a disc with good dis-
tance and perfect accuracy the Saint will deliver. Saint 
will be a straight shooter for drives up to 350 ft and has 
excellent glide. Saint also has a big brother – the slightly 
more stable Saint Pro.

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2 SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 2

FALCHION
Scary fairways where you need perfect accuracy and a 
good amount of distance? Cut through the air with Fal-
chion! For drives around 300 ft it will hold a soft anhyzer 
and slowly fight its way back to a small fade. This disc 
is a great step up for beginners who have gained some 
driving power and feels that discs like Diamond, Jade 
and Fury are too understable.

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

STRIKER
Control is the key word for this disc! The Striker is per-
fect for accurate drives; either it's left, right or straight. 
The excellent balance of this driver makes it suitable for 
most players. The flight at a 330ft drive is neutral with a 
very small fade at the end of the flight path.

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2
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MAUL
The Maul is a fairway driver made for turnover shots. 
It resembles our popular River, in both speed and glide 
but is more understable. This disc is a very good choice 
for beginners and amateurs, since it is easy to grip and 
control, and won’t fade as much as high speed drivers.

DISC LINE   FAIRWAY DRIVERS

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR FAIRWAY DRIVERS:

RIVER PRO
The Pro version of the popular River. With added sta-
bility, the River Pro will be a versatile and trusty fairway 
driver with a slow and steady fade.

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

RIVER
River is one of our most popular discs of the past de-
cade, probably due to it's tremendous GLIDE. The Riv-
er is a fairway driver for those accuracy shots that de-
mands good control. It is easy to throw and fits most 
player’s power and skill levels. With small fade and 
amazing glide, you can really let it fly on those big an-
hyzer curves.

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1

XXX
XXX is our extra overstable control driver. This disc is 
certainly a disc for the ”big guns” and not for kids. It is 
a headwind driver that you will love to have in the bag 
when you need to bomb over obstacles. XXX is a disc 
you can rely on in any condition and on any day! Do you 
have the power to shine with an X-rated disc? If so, good 
for you!

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4
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EXPLORER
2018 RELEASE

Straight flight path and controlled glide, that’s what the 
Explorer brings. Designed to be the workhorse for all 
kinds of accurate fairway drives, this stable and versa-
tile fairway driver has been developed in cooperation 
with World Champion Ricky Wysocki. “The Explorer is 
smooth out of the hand and has a clean stable flight. It 
goes right where I want it” – Ricky Wysocki.

SAXON
2018 RELEASE

2K Fairway Driver. Saxon will be the Latitude 64° edition 
for the 2018 Trilogy Challenge. Regular release planned 
for fall of 2018. 

SPARK
Control and stability, that is what the Spark is all about. 
Designed to be the workhorse for accurate fairway drives, 
you can rely on the Spark’s dependable fade and stable 
performance in the air. The Spark is useful in many ways 
and is perfect for thumbers and forehand shots. The 
Spark was designed in cooperation with pro disc golfer 
David Feldberg.

DISC LINE   FAIRWAY DRIVERS

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

TBD

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3
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RICKY WYSOCKI  |  TEAM LATITUDE 64°
2016 & 2017 WORLD CHAMPION



DISC LINE   MIDRANGE

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR MIDRANGE:

COMPASS
Navigate the fairways with the Compass. This straight 
flyer will go wherever you need it to go, and holds any 
line in a predictable way. Not shallow, not deep, this disc 
will fit in any hand. The Compass has been developed in 
cooperation with World Champion Ricky Wysocki: ”The 
Compass will make me more confident on the course. 
Hyzer, straight, anhyzer; I can trust it on every angle”.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

GOBI
Slightly understable midrange for those long sweeping 
anhyzers. It will fight back to a reliable fade towards the 
end of the flight. Great for players with moderate arm 
speed that needs a controllable disc, but also for bigger 
arms looking for controlled hyzer flips. This overmold 
disc has an Opto Line flight plate and an Gold Line rim.

SPEED: 6 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 1

MACE
Mace is the midrange for the masses. It was co-designed 
with pro disc golfer David Feldberg and is a solid mid-
range solution for almost every situation. The Mace can 
handle a big arm and also be controlled by players with 
less power. It will hold a hyzer line, fly reliably straight or 
work it’s way back on a long anhyzer drive.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

ANCHOR
Back in the day we used a lot of putters and midrang-
es for our drives, and still feel that many players could 
benefit from this line of thinking. The Anchor is a re-
liable overstable midrange with a slight dome and big 
bead. Maximize your fairway hits by picking up an An-
chor today.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3
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DISC LINE   MIDRANGE

CORE
Core is a perfect midrange for both amateurs and pro-
fessional players. The flight is reliable and stable, with a 
slight fade at the end. With it's predictable flight path, 
it can be used for hyzer shots as well as long turnover 
drives.

SPEED: 6 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 1

CLAYMORE
The Claymore has a small dome and comfortable grip 
combined with a neutral flight that will suit most play-
ers. Straight, left or right, doesn't matter. This disc can 
do it all.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

FUSE
FUSE is the most versatile midrange driver we have ever 
made. Period. Co-designed with our pro Jesper Lund-
mark, it has a stable and predictable flight path up to 
300ft, and will hold long anhyzer curves with a minimal 
fade at the end.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 0

WWW.LATITUDE64.SE 13

FUJI
2018 RELEASE

2K Midrange. Fuji will be a overstable midrange and is 
planned for release during the spring of 2018.  

TBD



DISC LINE   PUTT & APPROACH

STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR PUTTERS:14

DAGGER
The Dagger is a deep dish beaded putter developed in 
co-operation with Dave Feldberg. It is also the putter of 
choice for 2x World Champion Ricky Wysocki on Team 
Latitude 64°.

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1



DISC LINE   PUTT & APPROACH

MERCY
Sometimes the disc golf course shows you no mercy. 
You might have better luck with the Mercy from Lati-
tude 64°. The deep rim gives it a stable and consistent 
slow flight, perfect for putting, approach shots and short 
drives.

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

SPIKE
The Spike will fly straight for beginners and will have 
a more understable flight path for the more advanced 
players. Compared to most putters, it has a shallower 
grip and a smoother edge. The top surface has traction 
zones for optional varied grip.

SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 1 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1
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PURE
The Pure is a modern classic in the putt and approach 
department. The disc was co-designed with Jesper Lund-
mark and features a comfortable grip and a medium 
deep rim, with minimum fade for the ultimate putting 
experience. Left, straight or right; it will hold any line 
on your approach shots. Elevate your game around the 
basket with the Pure.

SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

MACANA
The Macana is a putter for players that like a beaded 
deep rim putter. Stable in flight, it will serve you well 
as both a putter and a short range driver with it's good 
glide and slight fade. The name Macana refers to old 
wooden weapons used by native cultures of Central and 
South America. If you feel like every green is a constant 
battle ground perhaps the Macana can help you win the 
fight!

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1



STANDARD PLASTIC TYPES FOR PUTTERS:

CALTROP
Stepping up to make an important upshot, putt or short 
drive, and feel the wind messing with your head? Grab 
the Caltrop and feel your confidence return. The Cal-
trop is a throwing putter with raised thumb grip and a 
solid overstable flight that will help you make those crit-
ical shots to stay in the lead.

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

GAUNTLET
Are you searching for a reliable putter with stable flight? 
Then it is time to challenge the course with the Gaunt-
let. A high profile putt and approach disc with a bead-
ed rim, good glide and stable flight path, makes for a 
handy weapon in every bag.

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1
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DISC LINE   PUTT & APPROACH

SINUS
Sinus is a putter with three different textured grip ar-
eas on top. This gives players an option to find a grip 
they feel most comfortable with. Between the grip ar-
eas the disc has a regular surface for players who prefer 
a smooth grip. The flight is quite overstable making it 
useful in windy conditions.

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

SAREK
Whatever situation you find yourself in on the course 
you can always fall back on the Sarek. It’s a reliable, sta-
ble, putt and approach disc that works very well as a 
short range driver too. No matter if you are new to the 
game or a seasoned pro, you can find many ways to put 
this disc to good use. This overmold disc has an Opto 
Line flight plate and an Gold Line rim. 

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1.5



PEARL 
Pearl is a midrange with a small grip, low weight starting 
at 150g and a neutral flight path. It is part of the Easy-
to-use line and is the perfect midrange for beginners, 
children and players with moderate arm speed.

SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -4 | FADE: 0

JADE 
The Jade is designed to be a little more stable for players 
who loved the Diamond, but as their game developed 
needed a disc that could handle a bit more speed. It sits 
very comfortably in the hand, with a good tactile feel to 
the plastic and it holds the angles well. You CAN turn it 
over but unless you really force it, it fades back at the 
end. A very nice, reliable, and moderately stable disc.

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1

WWW.LATITUDE64.SE 17

DISC LINE   EASY TO USE LINE

RUBY
Ruby is the putt & approach disc in our very popular 
Easy-to-use line. It features a small grip, low weight 
starting at 150g and a neutral flight path.

SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

DIAMOND 
Diamond is the choice of disc for beginners, children 
and players with moderate arm speed. It is only pro-
duced in weights between 145g-159g, which makes it 
easy to throw and control. It has an understable flight 
path with good glide and slight fade.

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1



Light weight discs. 
Opto Air uses the same material as our durable Opto 
Line plastic. It is modified and the runs are done in a 
different way to achieve lighter weight discs. 

WWW.LATITUDE64.SE18

PLASTIC TYPES  

Standard plastic for all drivers and midrange.
Made out of some of the world’s most durable plastics. 
It comes in a variety of beautiful translucent colors. The 
Opto Line plastic has been developed to withstand se-
vere punishment and extreme conditions better than 
other plastics. 

Glows in the dark. 
For a few selected disc models in Opto plastic, we have 
added a translucent material for will glow in the dark 
effect. When playing disc golf during night time all you 
need is to pick up your flashlight, or any other strong 
light source, and charge up the glow properties of the 
plastic, making it easier to find your disc even on nights 
when the moon doesn’t shine.

Most affordable – easy to brake in.
This is our most affordable plastic. It is also about nos-
talgia. The mid 80s was a great time. For a long time 
we have had requests that we should make discs that 
could be broken in more easily. Test after test led us to 
this new plastic blend that we have named Retro.

Standard high end plastic for all midrange and drivers.
Gold Line is our premium blend plastic. The start of the 
mix has been the same brand plastics used in Opto Line 
but we added a different polymer to give it better grip 
without losing the excellent durability of Opto Line.

Recycled discs. 
This is a mix of reprocessed material from Opto and 
Gold Line discs that have come up short during quali-
ty control. Recycled discs are usually slightly less stable 
than Opto and Gold discs. They also break in a bit faster. 

Standard plastic for all putters.
Zero Line is the grippy putter plastic used in our putters 
and approach discs. It is chosen for the good grip and 
feel you need in your short game. With three different 
stiffness levels (Soft, Medium, Hard) you will surely 
find your favorite. 

FIND YOUR 
FAVORITE
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FLIGHT GUIDES

Check out our 
FLIGHT CHART 
online for the 
latest update!
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STARTER SETS

Discs included:
• Retro Saint Pro (Driver)
   JohnE McCray signature serie
• Retro Compass (Midrange)
   Ricky Wysocki signature serie
• Retro Mercy (Putter)
   Matt Bell signature serie

WORLD CHAMPION
RETRO DISC GOLF SET

With the World Champion Disc Golf Set from 
Latitude 64° you get the favorite discs from Disc Golf 
World Championship winners. All discs is made in our 
affordable Retro plastic. Disc weights and colors will 
vary. 

WORLD 
CHAMPION
OPTO DISC 
GOLF SET

With the World Champion Disc Golf 
Set from  Latitude 64° you get the 
favorite discs from Disc Golf World 
Championship winners. All discs are 
made in our super durable Opto plas-
tic. Disc weights and colors will vary. 

JOHNE MCCRAY
2016 MASTERS 

WORLD CHAMPION

RICKY WYSOCKI
2016 & 2017 OPEN 
WORLD CHAMPION

MATT BELL
2016 PUTTING 

WORLD CHAMPION

Discs included:
• Opto Saint Pro (Driver) 
   JohnE McCray signature
• Opto Compass (Midrange)
   Ricky Wysocki signature
• Opto Mercy (Putter)
   Matt Bell signature
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STARTER SETS

The Beginner Retro Disc Golf Starter Set from Latitude 64° comes 
with everything a new disc golfer needs to play disc golf - a putter, 
a midrange, and a driver. Inside you will find three of the most 
popular beginner discs from Latitude 64°. Disc weights and colors 
will vary. 

BEGINNER STARTER PACK

Discs included:
• Retro Diamond (Driver)
• Retro Pearl (Midrange)
• Retro Ruby (Putter)

The Advanced Retro Disc Golf Starter Set from Latitude 64° comes 
with everything a new disc golfer needs to play disc golf – a putter, 
a midrange, and a driver. Inside you will find three of the most 
popular discs from Latitude 64°.  Disc weights and colors will vary. 

ADVANCED STARTER PACK

Discs included:
• Retro Saint (Driver)
• Retro Fuse (Midrange)
• Retro Pure (Putter)

The Advanced Retro Disc Golf Starter Kit from Latitude 64° comes 
with everything a new disc golfer needs to play disc golf - a putter, 
a midrange, a driver, a mini disc and a disc golf bag. Inside you 
will find three of the most popular discs from Latitude 64°. Disc 
weights and colors will vary. 

ADVANCED STARTER KIT 

Discs included:
• Retro Saint (Driver)
• Retro Fuse (Midrange)
• Retro Pure (Putter)
• SlimBag
• Mini disc
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BITE
Do you want a dog disc that can take a beating? Look 
no further. The Bite is the latest in dog disc technology 
to hit the canine sports arena. Using experience from 
production of the world's premiere disc golf products, 
Latitude 64° has developed the Bite for all dogs and 
dog owners in need of a disc that can handle a beating. 
A reliable neutral flight, combined with puncture resis-
tant material has deeply impressed Latitude 64's test 
panel. Try it out yourself and prepare to be amazed! 
Weight: Approximately 150g

BITE PUPPY
This is the smaller version 
of the Bite. Perfect for 
you and your small canine 
friend. You can throw it 
with ease due to the lighter 
weight. Still it features the 
same good qualities as its 
big brother: Super durable, 
puncture resistant and with 
a controllable flight path.
Weight: Approximately 90g
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ULTIMATE DISCS

CATCH
Catch from Latitude 64°. It will evolve the sport of Ulti-
mate just like Latitude 64° golf discs has helped several 
players become World Champions. Compared to older 
Ultimate discs it will fly straighter and longer with more 
glide and control. On top of that it is extremely durable 
with a great feel. So if you and your team is looking for 
the best disc money can buy, this is the Ultimate Catch! 
Weight: 175g

MARVEL AVIATOR
(BY DYNAMIC DISCS)

The Ultimate hero meets the disc for Ultimate and the only disc that is approved 
by Captain America. In the same way that the Cap flings his shield in defense of 
what is true and good, you can now do the same in your yard, at the park, or on 
the field. Great grip, incredible glide, and unmatched durability will ensure that the 
Captain America Aviator is flying by your side perfectly for years to come. Back-
hand, forehand, or any other throw you decide, this shield will go where you com-
mand. Gather all who want to have fun and begin working on that perfect throw. 
Weight: 175g

AVIATOR
(BY DYNAMIC DISCS)

 
A disc in flight is a beautiful thing. A pinpoint pass to a 
sprinting teammate over the outstretched defender is 
magical. The Aviator looks to bring these highlights to 
your regular game. Specifically crafted to glide further 
and straighter, the Aviator will do both of these longer 
than any other disc on the market.  
Weight: 175g



We offer custom discs for clubs, tournaments, dealers, companies 
and special events. The minimum order for custom hot stamping is 
50 discs per disc model. It is important to plan and order early due to 
the lead time of around 3-4 weeks in Europe. Custom stamping for the 
U.S. market is handled by Dynamic Discs. Lead times vary depending 
on what mold you are looking for and what our inventory status is of 
that disc.

There is also the more exclusive option of ordering your custom stamp 
as a DecoDye print. This gives almost infinite possibilities and the full 
color end result highly depends on the quality of art work you provide 
for us.

More info can be found at: www.latitude64.se/order/custom/
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CUSTOM DISCS

TOURNAMENTS · CLUBS · RENTAL DISCS · CORPORATE

YOUR
CUSTOM

HOT STAMP
DESIGN



DecoDye is a process where we use 8 variations of ink to transfer any 
original image to a disc of your choosing. The best results are achieved 
using white discs as a neutral canvas for your artwork. The finished 
disc will have a lasting image that penetrates the surface of the plastic 
and as a result will not give the feeling of a thin layer of ink which is the 
case with some other processes used in the Disc Golf industry.

DecoDye can be used on all our premium plastics with the same great 
result, but it will always look best on white discs made out of the pop-
ular Gold Line plastic.

More info can be found at: www.latitude64.se/order/custom/
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BAG LINE
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BAG LINE
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We take disc golf gear serious. And if you take disc golf 
serious this is the bag for you. Made out of sturdy ny-
lon fabric with artificial leather details and embroidered 
logos, it is both practical and beautiful to behold. The 
DG Luxury Backpack is made to carry approximately 20 
discs, but it can carry 30 if all compartments are used 
for discs. 

FEATURES:
• Pocket holder for bottles up to 1.5L.
• Front pocket suitable for towels or gloves.
• Side pocket for wallet, keys, etc.
• Two side pockets, one on each side for rule book, 

nuts, candy, or other things needed for long rounds 
and tournaments.

• Large side pocket behind the putter pocket,  
suitable for backup discs.

• Large top pocket for extra water, rain gear.
• Putter pocket on the side with room for two  

putters.
• Mini disc slot outside the putter pocket.
• The lid that closes the bag for travel also has room 

for two discs.
• The main disc compartment has an adjustable di-

vider for the discs.
• Umbrella holder.
• The bag comes with a rain cover that protects all 

the pockets.
• The large top pocket has a special slot for cell 

phones.
• The bag has two large plastic ridges along the bot-

tom, reducing the wear and tear of the fabric.
• The inside bottom of the bag has a sheet of plastic 

protecting it from moisture coming in from the bot-
tom.

• Premium YKK Zippers.

DG LUXURY E3



Are premium backpacks too big for you? The Easy-
Go leightweight backpack from Latitude 64° is the  
answer. The Easy-Go still holds all the esssential disc 
golf gear you need. Ergonomically designed to have a 
better weight distribution closer to your body. Take it 
easy! Pack light! Go play!

FEATURES:
• The main storage compartment holds 12 discs in 

individual sockets. 
• Top and bottom compartments are suitable to 

store towels, clothes, etc. Top compartment can 
also be used to store an extra 3-4 discs. 

• Two 1.5 litre bottle holders at both sides.  
• Four elastic side pockets, two at each side. Made to 

store smaller items like minis, keys or your phone. 
• Umbrella holder. 
• Premium YKK Zippers.
• The bag comes with a rain cover that protects your 

gear.

EASY-GO BAG

This is the bag for players who want something to 
hold a smaller number of discs. The Slim Bag is good- 
looking, functional and holds up to 8 discs.

FEATURES:
• Holds up to 8 discs.
• High quality water resistant material.
• Drink holder.
• Comfortable shoulder strap.
• Larger zipper pocket to store valuables.
• An outer putter pocket.
• Latitude 64 logo embroidered on putter pocket.

SLIM BAG
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RETAIL DISPLAY RACK
The best display option available in the disc golf mar-
ket, bar none. This easily portable unit can hold 90 discs 
on each side using the provided disc racks. It can also 
be configured to hold hang tag items if you prefer. The 
shelf can fit 2 Pro Bags comfortably or any number of 
configurations of starter kits, Slim Jim Bags or accesso-
ries. Under the shelf there is enough space for two DG 
Luxury Bags. Unbelievably, all these products can be 
supported by this one unit that takes up less than 6 sq/
ft of floor space. (30”x30”) Get this incredibly stylish unit 
and take your disc golf section to a new level of profes-
sionalism.
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RETAIL  DISPLAY

INDIVIDUAL SLAT WALL AND 
GRID RACKS ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR SEPARATE PURCHASE.



LATITUDE 64° 
CHAIN WEAR SOCKS

Our socks are sold in 3-packs with varying combina-
tions of black and white. Available in S/M (size 7-9) and 
L/XL (size 10-13). 43% Cotton, 27% Polypropylene, 25% 
Nylon, 5% Elastane

• Charged cotton footbed featuring traction control.
• Moisture transport system, wicks moisture and ac-

celerate dry time. Embedded arch support helps 
reduce foot fatigue.

• True seamless toe for ultimate comfort.
• Comfort top delivers secure, comfortable fit.

T-LINK DISC GOLF SHOE
Stay focused under pressure with the T-Link Disc Golf 
Shoe from Latitude 64°. The rugged, carved antislip 
outsole gives you confidence both on tee and in ter-
rain.  This custom built Disc Golf shoe lets you focus on 
each shot and wearing it off the course will show the 
world that you are a Disc Golfer at heart.
Weight: 15.7 oz/444g

FEATURES:
• Triple waterproof protection with Hydroguard wa-

ter guard lining, plus waterproof treatments on in-
side and outside upper materials.

• High density antislip rubber outsole for maximum 
protection against rugged terrain and to reduce 
the impact on the arch of the foot during outdoor 
exercise. Carved design at the base give enhanced 
grip and make the movement easier, maximising 
performance in hiking, Disc Golfing etc.

• High Quality breathable Phylon EVA insoles for ex-
tra comfort, minimising the vibration of each step, 
reducing fatigue.

• Innovative and ergonomic design for better fit.
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DISC GOLF  BASKETS

PROBASKET SKILL
The ProBasket Skill is for players that wants to improve 
their putting skills. With its narrow profile it will make 
putting practice hard and fun, but competitions easy 
when transitioning from the ProBasket Skill to a tourna-
ment basket. The low weight, the smaller based mobile 
foot and divided pole makes this basket easy to move 
around. 

PROBASKET TRAINER
ProBasket Trainer is a solid quality basket for home use 
that is easily assembled. Unlike many low priced baskets 
this has the look and feel of a tournament basket mak-
ing practice feel like the real deal. It can also be used for 
temporary courses, where the built in base wheel makes 
it easy to move. It is PDGA approved for events up to 
B-tiers. 
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